ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
In the words of Jones (1997) , 'as the familiar joke goes, there are really only three things that govern the overall accuracy of comparative modeling: alignment quality, alignment quality, and . . . alignment quality.' Comparative modeling is one application of sequence alignment; others include tertiary and secondary structure prediction, prediction of functional residues, phylogenic analysis, and gene prediction. Sadly, all alignment methods make mistakes; sequence alignment is not a solved problem. As suggested by Dr Jones, mistakes in an alignment can compromise its application. Thus, before one uses an alignment, one would like to know which portions can be trusted. To this aim, we addressed the task of studying fold recognition alignments, and predicting which positions are reliable.
One approach to predicting alignment reliability involves near-optimal alignment analysis (Vingron, 1996) : assessing alignment positions according to other alignments of the same sequences. Positions consistent among many alignments are considered more reliable while those that vary between different alignments are considered more suspect. Many have used such information for building alignments, and report greater accuracy (Holmes and Durbin, 1998; Miyazawa, 1994; Zhang and Marr, 1995) . Vingron and Argos (1990) demonstrated a method for estimating the reliability of an alignment position by comparing the score of the alignment to that of the best-scoring alignment that omits the position. Mevissen and Vingron (1996) later validated it on a large library of moderate to difficult alignments. Yu and Smith (1999) approached near-optimal alignment information from a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) framework. Given a pairwise alignment and an HMM trained on one sequence, they estimate the importance of each alignment position according to the HMM's forward-backward probabilities, also called posterior decoding probabilities. For any node in a model and residue in a sequence, these probabilities reflect the likelihood of aligning the residue to the node, given all possible alignments of the sequence to the model.
Another approach is to measure the score of segments of the alignment and omit low-scoring regions. Many local alignment methods use this approach, including BLAST (Altschul et al., 1990) and FASTA (Pearson and Lipman, 1988) . Zhang et al. (1999) proposed a system to improve alignments by identifying and removing lowscoring regions.
By conventional wisdom, there are variable regions within protein families, such as loop regions, and alignment to such regions is more suspect. Dopazo (1997) suggested a method to quantify variability within an alignment according to the PAM distances between the aligned sequences, and suggested that when a new sequence is aligned to the family, its alignment should be trusted less in the variable positions.
We explored four predictors of alignment position reliability: (1) the posterior decoding cost of each position, derived from the HMM forward-backward information; (2) the distance in the template sequence to the nearest secondary structural element; (3) a log-likelihood ratio reflecting the score of each alignment position; and (4) a neural network combining these predictors with others.
To test these predictors, we developed an alignment quality measure called the shift score. This measure compares predicted and structural alignments; reflects many types of alignment error including misalignment, aligning too much, and aligning too little; and reports them in a single number. The number compares well to accepted measures. Where they disagree, arguments can be made for the shift score.
We tested the predictors on alignments of remote homologs by removing columns predicted as unreliable and measuring the change in shift score. The predictors removed as many as 73.5% of the unreliable positions, while preserving 81.8% of the accurate ones, yielding an improvement in overall alignment quality of about 15%.
ALIGNMENT TRIMMING METHODS
Our goal was to identify and remove suspect positions from fold recognition alignments, where some target sequence is aligned to some template sequence family. Figure 1 describes our experimental design. First, we selected a number of pairs of remote homologs of known structure. Following a fold recognition framework, we labeled one sequence as the template sequence and one as the target sequence, where all knowledge of the target sequence's structure is set aside until the end of the experiment. We selected a number of alignments of the template and target sequences, where the alignments could be built using information on the template sequence structure. We then trimmed the alignments by identifying and removing suspect positions, experimenting with various predictors of alignment quality. Finally, we evaluated the trimming methods by scoring the trimmed alignments against structural alignments of the template and target sequences.
Selection of the sequence pairs
For this work, we chose 200 pairs of remotely-related sequences. The 'twilight zone,' now described as below about 20% sequence identity (Rost, 1999) , is where sequence analysis becomes most challenging: where contemporary methods become less reliable and where the next generation of improvements must be made. We selected 200 pairs of structures with high structural similarity and low sequence similarity. We ensured low sequence similarity by discarding any pair of sequences that a simple pairwise method such as FASTA (Pearson and Lipman, 1988) could align well. We ensured high structural similarity by selecting sequences that were superimposed well by each of three structural aligners: The process follows a fold recognition framework in which Seq2 is the template sequence; its structure is known and can be used to build or refine the alignment of the two sequences. Seq1 is the target sequence; its structure would not be known in a fold recognition scenario, and its structural information is not used until the final scoring phase. First, an alignment for Seq1 and 2 is obtained. Next, the alignment is trimmed by removal of suspect positions. Then, this trimmed alignment is compared to a structural alignment of Seq1 and 2, generating an alignment score. This score is compared to the score of the untrimmed alignment, measuring the effectiveness of the trimming process.
DALI (Holm and Sander, 1997) , VAST (Gilbrat et al., 1996) and the Yale aligner (Gerstein and Levitt, 1998) . We used standards of structural superposition proposed by each author or accepted within the scientific community: a VAST p-value 0.0001, a Yale RMSD 4.0, and a DALI score 7.0. The 200 sequence pairs ranged from 3 to 24% sequence identity, with an average identity of 12%. This approximates the difficulty of a CASP3 fold recognition target (Murzin, 1999) .
We divided this set of 200 remote homology pairs into an optimization set of 130 pairs and a validation set of 70 pairs. The optimization pairs were used to develop the predictors, with 65 assigned for neural network training and 65 for threshold selection. All validation pairs were reserved for final performance testing. Note that each sequence pair corresponds to two assignments of template and target sequences. Thus, we had 130 template-target assignments for neural network training, 130 for threshold selection, and 140 for final validation.
Description of the alignments
The alignments used in this investigation were built by the SAM HMM software suite. We used two pools of alignments, built with two slightly different methods. Both methods involve training an HMM on a training alignment, and alignment of the template sequence and its homologs, and aligning the target sequence to the model. The methods differ in the choices of training alignment and alignment algorithm.
We used two sets of training alignments, referred to as FSSP and SAM-T99. For the FSSP alignments, the DALI aligner (Holm and Sander, 1997) selected template sequence homologs and aligned the template sequence according to structural similarity. The target sequence was excluded. The SAM-T99 training alignments were built with the SAM-T99 method (Karplus et al., 1998) . This method is based on the SAM HMM suite , and is available on the world wide web at http://www.soe.ucsc.edu/research/compbio/ under HMM applications. Sequences were selected and aligned according to sequence similarity to the template sequence, and include close and moderate homologs of the template. Because the target and template sequences have low sequence similarity, the target sequences did not need to be removed from these alignments.
An HMM is a statistical model with probabilities for transitions between alignment columns and for the matching of residues to a specific column (Krogh et al., 1994) . An alignment of a sequence to the HMM reflects a choice of transitions and residue matches evaluated with a dynamic programming algorithm. In the Viterbi algorithm, at each decision point, the single most-likely option is chosen. This yields the single most-likely path. This algorithm does not use the full power of the HMM (and dynamic programming) to sum over all possible alignments of the sequence to the model. The forward-backward algorithm calculates for each residue and for each alignment column, the probability that that residue is in that alignment column, given all possible alignments. Forward-backward requires substantially more computation than the Viterbi algorithm. In the posterior decoding algorithm (Holmes and Durbin, 1998) , the Viterbi algorithm is applied to these posterior probabilities to find a most probable alignment to the HMM. Note that this is not necessarily the single most likely alignment. For example, any single (non-optimal) alignment may pick between a number of equally-likely paths in an area of high variation. The posterior decoded alignment will effectively sum this choice over the exponential number of possible alignments and determine which choice is the most favorable overall. While posterior decoding has a higher cost (Wheeler and Hughey, 2000) , it often generates more accurate alignments than Viterbi (Holmes and Durbin, 1998) . Posterior decoding is a form of near-optimal alignment (Vingron, 1996) .
The following methods were used to align the target sequences to the template families.
FSSP-Posdecoding.
This method involves models trained on FSSP alignments and posterior-decoded alignment of the target sequences to the models.
SAM-T99-Viterbi. This method involves models trained
on SAM-T99 alignments and Viterbi alignment of the target sequences to the models.
In both cases, we used global alignment rather than local alignment. In our experience, the choice between global and local alignment is often a trade-off between over-alignment and misalignment, with local alignment more prone to misalignment and global alignment more prone to over-alignment. We chose to investigate global alignment because the alignments generally contain a greater number of accurate positions, suggesting that the trimmed alignments might be of better quality.
Predictors of column reliability
We explored four predictors of column reliability, described below. Non-loop distance is the distance in template sequence residues from the column in question to the nearest secondary structural element. When a template sequence residue is in a strand or helix region, the non-loop distance is zero. When a template residue is in a loop, the non-loop distance is the number of template residues to the nearest end of the loop.
Column log odds is the log-likelihood ratio log
, where P(aa t |col k ) is the probability of seeing amino acid type aa t in alignment column col k , given the other residues already aligned. P(aa t ) represents the background probability of amino acid type aa t . The log likelihood ratio describes how much more likely aa t is in column col k than anywhere in any alignment. Both probabilities were computed using Dirichlet mixtures (Sjölander et al., 1996) .
Posterior-decoding cost (Yu and Smith, 1999 ) is a nearoptimal alignment measure (Vingron, 1996) reflecting the likelihood that each target residue aligns to each template family column, given all possible alignments of target sequence and template family. Positions kept consistent across many different alignments have lower costs, while those that vary between different alignments have higher costs. The cost is the minus log probability of the alignment position, where the probability is computed from the HMM forward-backward information.
The fourth predictor was a neural network combining the predictors above with other factors influencing column reliability. These factors include location of gaps near the column, alignment column entropy, a log likelihood ratio reflecting the agreement between the template secondary structure and the predicted secondary structure of the target sequence, and the distance in template residues from where the target residue is aligned to where its posdecoding cost is minimized. The neural network was given this information not merely for the column in question, but for a window centered on the column. This yielded a large set of inputs, which was later pruned down to those found most relevant.
Reducing neural network complexity
Neural networks perform best when presented with a small number of relevant inputs. Thus, when working with neural networks, one should always try to simplify the input set. We used sensitivity analysis (Koda, 1997) to identify extraneous inputs. This technique measures the change in training error relative to the change in each input, indicating which inputs might be removed without much impact on network performance.
We performed numerous iterations of sensitivity analysis. In each iteration, we trained a neural network and estimated the sensitivity of the training error to each input. We then selected a feature with low estimated sensitivity, removed that feature for all columns in the window, and retrained the neural network. If performance suffered, the feature was reinstated. Otherwise, we continued with another feature. This process continued until no feature could be removed without compromising network performance.
We then optimized the window size empirically, reducing the width of the window until network performance suffered. Finally, we optimized the network architecture empirically, reducing the number of hidden units.
Note that there are two schools of thought in optimization. They are top-down, progressively removing complexity from a complex system; and bottom-up, progressively adding complexity to a simple system. We followed a top-down approach in hopes of capturing any indirect relation between the features.
Experimental design
We developed our system on 400 pairs of distantly-related template and target sequences. For each sequence pair, the target sequence was aligned to the template family with each of the alignment methods described previously.
First, for each alignment method, we trained neural networks to predict alignment position reliability using the 130 training alignments. These 130 alignments contained approximately 20 000 target residue alignment positions, or 20 000 data points. These 20 000 data points were divided at random into training and cross-training sets, with the cross-training set used to adjust algorithmic parameters during training. All neural network optimization involved these same 20 000 data points.
Next, we used the 130 threshold selection alignments to empirically derive reliability thresholds for each of the four predictors. We applied each predictor to each alignment, and experimented with a range of reliability thresholds, removing positions that fell beyond the threshold value. We then scored these trimmed alignments against structural alignments, and selected one threshold value according to the shift score. Table 1 shows these thresholds, and compares the shift scores of the trimmed global alignments to shift scores of untrimmed global alignments and local alignments built with the same alignment method.
Finally, we applied each predictor and threshold value to the 140 validation alignments. We measured trimming performance by removing alignment positions predicted as unreliable, and scoring the trimmed alignments against structural alignments.
ALIGNMENT SCORING
Before one can evaluate an alignment trimming method, one needs a scoring system to indicate if trimming improved an alignment. This work required an alignment quality measure with certain characteristics. First, it should be meaningful, with a strong score implying a strong alignment. Second, it should incorporate penalties for the many types of errors seen in alignments: aligning too much (over-aligning), aligning too little (under-aligning), and misaligning. Third, it should be optimizable, such that removing any positions that detract from the score improves the alignment. Most alignment quality measures do not meet these criteria.
Many alignment quality measures must be paired with a second measure to be meaningful. For example, RMS Deviation (RMSD) or Mean Shift Error (MSE) are useful only with a measure of alignment length, as both reflect alignment accuracy but not extent. An alignment that aligns only one residue, but aligns it accurately, would have an excellent RMSD and MSE, but would probably not be useful.
Another example is alignment specificity and alignment sensitivity, the fraction of residues aligned correctly as a proportion of the lengths of the predicted and structural alignments, respectively. Specificity does not reflect underalignment, and would give a great score to an alignment that aligns only one residue but aligns it correctly. Sensitivity does not reflect over-alignment, and would give a great score to an alignment that correctly aligns one domain of two multi-domain proteins but incorrectly aligns additional domains. In practice (Marchler-Bauer et al., 1997; Briffeuil et al., 1998; Sauder et al., 2000) , specificity and sensitivity are reported together, and overall assessment involves a subjective weighting of the two. This becomes awkward for large-scale experiments.
Furthermore, most measures do not lend themselves to alignment optimization, identifying the portion of the alignment which yields the best score. short motif and misaligns everything else by one position. If optimized according to most measures, all of the alignment would be discarded except for the short motif, losing a lot of arguably useful information.
Alignment shift scores
Definition. Because no accepted alignment quality measure met our criteria, we invented our own. This measure, referred to as the shift score, is based on alignment shift information. Shift is a measure of misalignment or disagreement between two alignments: if some residue a i is aligned to residue b j in alignment X and residue b k in alignment Y , shift(a i ) is the number of residues from b j to b k . If residue a i is not aligned to another residue in either case, shift(a i ) is undefined (Figure 2) .
For some pair of sequences A and B aligned in predicted alignment X and in structural alignment Y , the shift score If the predicted alignment X is largely misaligned, its shift score will be low because the s Y (r i ) terms in the numerator will be small. If X aligns too much, the shift score will be small because of the large |X | in the denominator with few nonzero s Y (r i ) terms in the numerator. If X aligns too little, then the |Y | term in the denominator will be large, with few nonzero terms in the numerator. Thus, the shift score incorporates penalties for misalignment, aligning too much, and aligning too little.
Validation
We validated the shift score by comparing it with the standard measures of alignment quality, alignment specificity and alignment sensitivity. In a study of 325 pairs of predicted and structural alignments, the shift score compared very well to alignment specificity and alignment sensitivity (Figure 3) . In cases where the scores disagreed, arguments could be made for the shift score. In Figure 3 , the upper circled outlier has a high shift score of 0.447 but low sensitivity and specificity of 11.3 and 19.1 respectively. It aligned a small number of residues correctly, yielding its low specificity and sensitivity. However, it misaligned many residues by only one position, accounting for its high shift score. The other circled outlier has a high alignment sensitivity of 72.6, an alignment specificity of 30.6 and a low shift score of 0.144. It aligned many residues correctly but included too much: a global alignment where a domain hit was correct. In addition, it included a number of substantially-misaligned positions. The misalignment, plus the over-aligned positions, account for the low shift score. Other outliers with lower shift scores than expected from alignment sensitivity are also a result of overaligning.
Optimization
The shift score can be optimized by the following simple greedy algorithm:
(1) Compute the shift score of predicted alignment X .
(2) Remove from X column X m , the column with the worst column score cs Y (X m ).
(3) Compute the shift score for revised alignment X .
(4) If the score has not worsened, return to step 2.
(5) Reinstate X m , the last column removed.
This algorithm produces a version of predicted alignment X with the most inaccurate regions removed. It will retain all accurate positions and positions with small shifts, and will remove all over-aligned columns. With an of 0.2, it will remove all positions shifted by 5 or more residues. Other positions might be removed or retained according to the overall alignment accuracy. In an accurate alignment, positions shifted by 3 or 4 residues will usually be removed. In a mostly inaccurate alignment, such positions will be retained. These optimized alignments are referred to as optimal subalignments. An alignment's optimal subalignment score indicates how much the alignment could be improved by removing only the worst positions, assuming prior knowledge of exactly which positions to remove.
Finally, we scored the predicted alignments against a panel of three structural alignments: DALI (Holm and Sander, 1997) , VAST (Gilbrat et al., 1996) , and the Yale aligner (Gerstein and Levitt, 1998) . While comparisons to one set of structural alignments might favor a method somehow related to the one structural aligner, comparisons to three structural aligners reduce this risk.
RESULTS
The underlying goal of this work was to identify factors that suggest accuracy in sequence alignments. Toward this end, we experimented with a set of methods to predict the unreliable regions in alignments built with two different HMM methods: FSSP-posdecoding and Target99-Viterbi. We conducted two sets of experiments in parallel, one for each of the two alignment methods, and in this section we compare and contrast the results.
Neural network optimization
As described in the Section Methods, we optimized the neural networks in a top-down fashion, beginning with a complex architecture and gradually removing complexity. We optimized the input feature set first, the window size second, and the network architecture last.
For FSSP-posdecoding, the only features that proved worthwhile were posterior decoding cost, column entropy, locations of gaps within the window, and predicted secondary structure similarity. For Target99-Viterbi, the features that proved worthwhile were the same features plus the distance from where each target residue was aligned to where its posterior decoding cost was minimized. Features that did not prove worthwhile in either case include the column log odds, the non-loop distance, and the probability that the target sequence was in a loop region. This does not necessarily mean these features are of no value. More likely, it indicates that other features conveyed similar information, but were slightly more informative.
Selecting prediction thresholds
For each predictor, we selected a trimming threshold empirically by experimenting with a range of possible threshold values, removing positions that fell outside each threshold, and scoring these trimmed alignments against structural alignments of the same sequences. Table 1 shows that all predictors improved on the FSSPposdecoding alignments. Improvements were realized by removing positions with a column log odds of less than −2.7, a posterior decoding column cost of greater than 1.9, or a neural network reliability prediction of less than 20%. All of these represent removing only those positions of very low confidence. For the non-loop distance, we found our best results by removing alignment positions where the number of template residues to the nearest secondary structural element was more than five: removing the middle of very long loops.
For Target99-Viterbi alignments, trimming by column log odds was not effective. Compared to the FSSPposdecoding alignments, these are noisier, and contain so many low-probability positions that any threshold value removed large portions of the alignment. While the remaining positions might be accurate, the alignments were Table 1 that the best thresholds found were lower than those for FSSP-posdecoding alignments. For non-loop distance and posterior decoding cost, this represented removing a greater number of positions. For the neural network, approximately the same proportion of positions were removed, and the lower threshold merely indicates a greater bias by the neural network to predict everything as unreliable.
Validation results
Using the thresholds derived in the previous section, we applied the predictors to a library of 130 validation alignments. As described in the Section Experimental design, these alignments were not used during neural network training or threshold selection. For Target99-Viterbi alignments, we found no effective threshold for column log odds, and therefore did not apply it to the validation alignments. The remaining predictors were applied to each alignment in the validation set, and positions with predictions beyond the threshold values were removed. We then scored each trimmed alignment against structural alignments from the three aligners: DALI, VAST, and Yale. Table 2 shows the average shift scores. Table 2 shows that all methods improved on the FSSP-posdecoding alignments. The best performance was achieved by the neural network, with posterior decoding cost performing nearly as well. These methods yield an improvement of 1.9-3.5%. While this might sound modest, FSSP-posdecoding is our best alignment method, so any improvement is noteworthy. For Target99-Viterbi alignments, the non-loop threshold was not effective: the improvement found during threshold selection did not hold through validation. However, the other two methods yielded improvement, with the neural network improving the alignments by 13.5-20.1%. In both cases, the neural network achieved the best performance, with posterior decoding cost performing nearly as well. We selected these two predictors for further analysis.
